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1. I.lmuomcTIon

It la widely ●cknowledged that texture la the prime Cause of aniso-

tropy in polycrystalline metals: the nonrandom distribution of the

crystallographic orientation of the grainu (’preferred orientation’v

‘texture’, or ‘fabric’) tranefers some of the anleotropic properties of

single crystals to the aggregate. Whereas some properties show little rr

no ●nisotropy even in single crystals, many properties are strongly

anieotropic even in materials with a cubic lattice.

A nonrandomnesezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof the orientation distribution is virtually

everpresent in metals, because all processes involved in producing such

materials (casting, deformation, recrystallization) ●re locally orient-

●tim dependent. Texture studies ●re, in fact, frequently used by m@tal-

lurgista to help identify the crystallographic details of ouch processes.

Despite this general recognition of the importance of texture for a

deecrlption of macroscopic properties, it seems that quantitative evalu-

●tions of texture ●re rarely used In ●ngineering practice or even in

●cademic phystcal metallurgy, outside a small community of texture

●xperts. In general ●pplications~ one or two pole figuree ●re given at

beet, or some idealized orientations (’texture components’), with A

qualitative interpretation of the ●xpected ●ffects. This 1s so ●ven

though 8ophi8ticated quantitative deacrlpt~onn of three-dimen~lonal

orientation distributions hava been ●veilable for twenty yearc [1-3].

Why has there been such lnertla in using qu&ntit&tlve texture

descriptlonm ●s ● general tool of d~formation studies? We submit that

this 1. primarily due to tome unfortunate choices that were made by the

pionear. of this development, with respect to the graphic representutlon

of orientation dfntrlbutlonm, Of course, any repreesntation may ●ppear
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easy once it has become familisr; but mome provide a significant

●ctivation barrier upon first contac t..

A number of ●lternative repreaantationa have baen suggcetad in the

literature but have, for some raaoon, not become common. We find a

particular combination of these aepecially ●asy to vioualize for the

uninitiated, easy to ● aaese qualitatively, tind ●aey to evaluate

quantitatively. These ~lots use polar rather than Cartesisn coordinate

(as proposad by Williams [3] ●nd by Pooplach and Lucke [4,5]), and

●qual-ar~a projection (as they tra commonly used in gaology [6]). UP

will deacriba these rapraeentations in the present paper, ●nd also review

in tutorial form some of the basic concepts of orientation distributions

in uniform tarminelogyo

In addition to graphic raprastntatlons of orimtation distributions,

algabralc ones ware introduced right at the beginning of this development;

particularly, the definition of a contlnuoca orientation distribut’.on

function (OIJF), ●rid its ●xpansion in gan~ralized spharlcal harmonics.

This provides ●n ●lcgnnt ●nd concis~ description for some ●pplication

(such ●s tensor propartias), but becomas cumbersome when va~ many ttrma

●re naadad. In ouch C*SQS, a useful &raphic rapr~s~ntatlon of the data 1s

●ascntialzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAfor a quant~tatlve ●nalysia.

A complata doscriptlon of orientation distributions i,quiras a thr@e-

-dimensional orientation spara. On chc oth~r hn~~d, two-dimensional pro-

jactione of this opaca 1s what is matsurad. Thera ar~ various ways of

infarrlng a l-dimanional distribution from ● number of 2-dlmansional pro-

j~ctions, and it has baan a topic of intensive r~ccnt dabata to what

@xtontr under what clrc’jmrtancao, this can bc dent unambiguously [7-11].
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This current lntereat provtdeg a further reason for us to clarify the

descriptlona. For the purpose of this paper, we will assume that the

three-dimensional orientation diatrlbutton ia known, by theoretical pre-

diction or by some deconvolution of experimental measurements; we only

concern ourselves with the representation of a known distribution.

We will Illustrate the principles presented with a particular experi-

mental texture: from the surface layer of a copper polycrystal cold-rolled

to 60Z reduction in thickness. Four incomplete pole fisures (200, 220,

222, ●nd 113) were determined by x-ray diffraction in reflection geometry.

The measured polezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAfigures nearly exhibiteJ orthorhombic symmetry (as ex-

pected), which was then atrlctly enforced by ●veraging the four quadrunts

of the pole figure. The orientation distribution function wan obtained

using the expansion in spherical harmonics (with only even-order co-

●fficients up to !? = 18). Inasmuch as this 1s only meant to serve as an

●xample, neither the detailed sample history nor the pole figure deconvo-

lution procedure ●re of essehce.

2. DIRECHON SPACE AWL!(HUENTATKON SPACE

While the description of (two-dimensional) directions ia relatively

trivial, we will review it in detail, because we find St important to pre-

serve some continuity betwean the two- und three-dlmenalonal cases -- more

continuity than has generally been mada use of.

In some cases, only the distribution of ● single direction lb of

interestt ●,g, the distribution of c-axes in @ hexagonal material wfth

respect to the normal of @ sheet; or the distribution of the tensile axes

in the stereographic triangle characterizing each grain of ● cubic roly-

crystal. Such di~tributlonm are ●asy to treat quantitatively; the p?fnt
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density on the surface of a unit sphere characterizes the distribution of

dfrectlona in a uniform way. It may be represented by various pro-

jections, and it may be simplified by the applicationzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof eymmetry

principles .-which we shall summarize In Section 3.

A particular symmetry deserves mention: namely when the ~ of the

direction la of no concern. Unsigned direction are often called ‘poles’

or ‘axes’; we shall use ~ for the unsigned normal to a crystallographic

plane? as is common usage; and we shall use axis specif!.tally for an

unsigned sample coordinate. The distribution of either we with respect

to some reference system can be dsscrfbed by pofnt densities on the

surface of ● hemisphere. (Signed directions may be called ‘unit vectors’;

they ●re represented on the surface of a whole sphere.)

Whereas the term ‘orientation’ is sometimee looeely used in the same

sense as ‘direction’ was used above (such as in ‘the orientation of the

tenalle axia’), we wish to resarve the term orientation for the relation

between an entire coordinate system (triad) and soina reference tried.

This requires the specification of three (perhaps perpendicular) ●xes or,.—

more cemmonly, of two unit vectors ●nd a handedness.--

It tusk ● long time for ●n ●ppropriate description of orientation

distributions to be developed [1,2]: I.e., an orientation space in which a

uniform point deneity correapands to a uniform (e.g. random) distribution——

of orientations, ●nalogous to the surface of a ephere in the cane of

directlona. We will call ouch epaceo ‘homochoric’. One easy eolution is——

● s followo (Fig. 1)~ describe the first direction (usually called Z or x3

or [001]) just like ●ny direction, ●nd the second (perpendicular)

dlrect~,on (usually called X) by #n ●zimuth ●round tha firdt. A useful

image ia that of ● boat ●t location Z on the surface of the w rth, which
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ia heading in direction X. Specification of the first direction requlrea

two numbers (the ship’s longitude and latitude), that of the second

direction requires one more number (the ship’s heading, orzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAazimuth).

There is some @rbitrarinens in the precise specification of theee three

angles and their zeroes, but Euler anglea are most commonly used and quite

adequate. We shall apply the term Euler s~ace to ●ny three-dimensional

space In whtch the coordinstea are determined in some way by these three

angles [5]; it is the precise structure of this space that we shall

discuss, with the aim of making lt homochoric.

There to an aesthetic flaw in this Euler space description of orient-

ations: namely, that one direction (the ‘first’ direction used above) must

be preferred by the observer, even if no such preference is inherent in

the physics. For example, the roll’ plane normal 1s commonly preferred

ovar the rolling direction, although both have equivalent atatun. This

●rtificiality can only be alleviated by preferring various poles or axes

in succaaaion, perhaps until one is found that Is most ●asily viirualiz?d

--or by showing two or three Of the~e rCpr4JStntiItiOIIS h parallel.

Two other descriptions of orientation relationa ●re uome:imeo used,

for specific raasons [5]. One ia in terms of a particular ●xie in apace

(or ● number of symmetrically ●quivalent onas) around which a single

rotatlm brlnge the two triade fnte coincidence, This has been useful,

a.g., in mechanistic dlscueaions of t’acrystallization [12]; it iR quite

different from the description we use (in terms of ● direction in one of

the coordinate syr”ams arid an azimuth ●round it), which is completely

●quivalent to the threa-rotationa schema cf introducing Euler ●ngles [13].

Fiually, the orientation of one triad with respect to ●nether can

be dmscribad by ● r.~cation matrix [5,14]. Thla deacriptlon 18 ●aeleet in
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computer codes. It does not pzefer any one axis; but the three numbers

necessary for a complete apeclflcation do not form a homochorlc apace.

3. REPiWSIMTATIOU 0? DIRWTIONS

3.1 Equal-area and stereographic prelections

The location of a point on a sphere ia eas:ly described in the

familiar geographic terminology of longitude and latitude. Following

Bunge [13], we will use the longitude* @ and tlw co-latitude a (alao—

called pole distance).

A point on the sphere is then projected onto a plane by means of some

standard projection. Stereographic and equal-area projections are most

widely used. Projections always dlatort u true representation. In the

atereographlc projection (almoat exclusively used in metallurgy) equal

great-circle segments have the same length wlerever they appear on the

sphere. In equal-area projection (commonly used in geophysics) equal

areas on the sphere have the same size In projection. This 1.s beat

illustrated by projection of the coordin~te system, which pro’:ldes a

Wulff net (Fig. 2a) and a Schmidt net (Fig. 2b) reapectlvely. Either net

is easily used for graphic constructions and the determination of angular

relationships. While stereographic projection la moat appropriate when

the angles between cryetal directions are of prime concern, equal-area

projection would seem more appropriate when population densities are to be

deucribed. (An a~v.,ltage of the stereographic projection is that circles

rtmain circles--but their centers do not remain their centers.)

——

~ P la a~ao sometimes called an azimuth, but we reserve this term for the
he6ding’ introduced above; see also sec. 4.1.
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Figure 3 shows @ {100} pole figure of a typical copper texture, both

III stereographic (Fig. 3a) and equal-area projection (Fig. 3b). Pole

densi:ie8 are experimentally averaged into a continuous aiatrlbutlon and

contours are ●xpressed in multiples of a random distribution (’im.r.d.”).

Note that the (100) pole figure of a cubic mstarial displays all three

{100} orientations for each grain --but It does not give direct information

on which {1001 is in fact the specific (001) pole for a specific (100),

for one grafn. It is for this reason that pole figures are us~ally

insufficient for a quantitative description of textures; hut they are the

most quantitative experimental information available.

3.2 Pole fiuures and ‘Inverse pole figures’

In the last section, the sample axes were chosen as a reference

system, and the crystallographic poles were described in this fra~le. A

completely ●quivalent description i8 its inverse (or dual): that of sarlple

axes in terms of crystal axea. Sometimes one is more appropriate, some-

times the other. For example, when the sample is a wire, there is n>

natu~al sample triad, and all pole figures degenerate into circles; but a

deacriptlon of the wire axis distribution In terms of the crystal axes --

an ‘inverse pole figure’-- is Illustrative. Conversely, when the most

appropriate sample axes (e.g., the most symmet ic ones) are not known

sufficiently accurately beforehand. a ~ole figure provides information on

the actual sample symmetry, and thus guidance in selecting ‘sample’ axe~.

For cubic materials, which we ●mphasize in ~he present paper, the

three <100> directions provide a ready reference frame for inverse pole

figurea. Cubic symmetry reduces the area on the sphere that is necessary

for a complete description by a factor 26: only 2 of the k8 unit triangles

are needed, even if the plotted axis has no symmetry; if it lies in a

mirror plane of the sample~ a single triangle suffices [151.
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Figure 4a shows one quadrant of the unit hemisphere, as it is usually

projected: with the preferred pole (001) at the center. This makes the

center a special poir.t. OnezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAeffect is that the mesh units have very small

area there; if the constant-~ lines were drawn such as tc make each mesh

unit encompass equal arear the units near the center would attain a very

anisotropic shape. The unit triangles under cubic symmetry are also

shown: any one of the three triangle-pairs (Labelled 1, IIa/b, and III)

suffices for the most general case; but the special nature of the orfgin

would seem to make pair I an especially poor choice.

Figure 4b shows a different scheme: the preferred pole (001) has been

moves to the pertphery [3]. In this case, it is possible to have similar

and equi-axed unit areas everywhere. (Fig. 4b is an equal-area projection,

see Fig. 2b.) The preferred triangles are shown in what appears to us to

be the most convenient way (and rather conventional). For a numerical

description, it would seem easier to use the latitude A (rather than the

co-latitude a’), and a longitude p (for meridian) counted from (100).

Figure 5 demonstrates the case of the particular copper sample whose

measured pole figure was shown in Fig. 3. Use is now made of the expected

orthorhombic symmetry of the rolled sample (which was essentially verified

in Fig. 3), to plot only one quadrant of the {100} pole figure. Also,

this is complemented by a {111} pole figure (also measured and folded into

one quadrant). Finally, two Inverse pole figures, for the Xs and 2s

axes (rolling direction RD and rolling plane normal ND, respect~vely),

were derived from these pole figures and are plotted In Fig. 5.
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OP ORIENTATIONS

4.1 Previous representations

In the last figure (Fig. 5c, d), we showed in parallel two inverse

pole figures, one for X8 = RD and one for 2s = ND. This gives almost

all information about the three-dimensional relation between the axis

system Xs, KS, 2s and the crystallographic reference system Xc =

<100>, Yc = <010>, Zc = <001>, and such two figures together are ic

fact often sufficient to characterize an orientation distribution. What

is missing is information. on the correlation between the Xs-axis cf each

particular grain and its Zs-&xis.

It is for this reason that a truly three-dimensional representation

is necessary in general. One easy way to introduce it is to plot, for

example, an inverse pole figure for Zs and perpendicular to it the

amount of rotation around this preferred direction [3,4]. Another good

method is to attach ticks to the points in an inverse pole figure to

indicate the rotation around this point [16] much like in the “boats on

the earth” picture introduced above; the disadvantage of the latter is

that it works only fox discrete points, not for continuous distributions.

Neither of these procedures is easily applicable to pole figures, if there

is more than one equivalent pole. Nevertheless, the basic idea, we feel,

is of compelling simplicity: to represent an orientation by one direction

(that of the arbitrarily p~eferred axis) and a rotation around It; this

(last) rotation we shall call an ●zimuth (and count it from the equator).

‘I’his description makes open use of the need to prefer one direction; and

it retains continuity with the description of directions when only

directions are important. We shall elaborate on two specific represent-

●tions based on this principle below.
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In texture research, another descrlptlcn, introduced by Bunge [1] and

Roe [2], has become commoa, which is entirely equivalent, only differently

phrased and differently represented. Here, three successive rotations are

performed around the coordinate axes of the reference system (in a certain

sequence), by the three Euler angles $1, @, $2 (Fig. 6).* In the sample

reference frame, the first two rotations are exactly equivalent to the

angles P and a used before: they do describe a ~irection, and 42 measures

an azimuth around thfs direction --just as in the description used above.

However, {$l,@,Il12} are usually treated as three parameters on equal foot-

ing, and plotted in a three-dimensional space. The problem Is that this

space was chosen to be Cartesian [17]. This is equivalent to projecting

the hemisphere on which the directions (@l,@) are uniformly distributed

onto a square: the entire advantage of using a homochoric space (the Euler

space) has been lost in its rep-esentat%on. An advantage is that the

periodicity in all three rotations can be seen: the Cartesian Euler space

can in fact be represented by a space lattice with orthorhombic symmetry

(but no inversion center) [18,19].

The graphic representationzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof orientation distributions in this

Cartesian space of Euler angles can be shown by contour lines in a series

of two-dlmenional sections, and this diagram has become so common as to be

virtually identified with the abbreviation ODF. Figure 7 shows such a

plot, for the same copper sample illustrated before. Note that the repre-

sentation 1s severely distorted: the single orientation in each section,

‘We are-staying as close as possible to Bunge’s conventions [13]. Most

type fonts contain only the straight. or only the curly version of lower-

case phi,: they should be treated as completely equivalent. All three rot-

ations increase counterclockwise (looking down on the positive axis) in

the sample fxame, clockwloe In the crystal frame. In the sample frame, 01

measures the angle from -Ys to +Zcj $2 from the equator to +Xc. In

the crystal frame, 1$2 counts from +Yc to +2s and UIl from the equator

to +Xs. (The aeymmetry in these relatiorls stems from keeping @~ O.)
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for which @ = O is represented by a line.

In the inverse description, an orientation may be specffled as that

of the sample triad in the reference frame of the cry8tal. The preferred

direction is usually taken to be Zs; {$2,@} become its longitude and

latitude, respectively, and @l the azimuthal rotation around 2s. (For

the convential signs, see the last footnote.) Figure 8 sketches one

constant $1-section. This figure is the exact analog to Fig. 4a: It is

evl:>nt how the singular point in Fig. 4a has been stretched out into the

line Q = O in Fig. 8. It is also clear that a symmetry reduction to

region I is an especially unfortunate choice. Region III, on the other

tand, ia close to the fafr.fliar description in terms of triangles.

4.2 Polar coordinates: tbs COD

Most cf the difficulties of visualization disappear when the angle

pair {@l,@} is represented in polar coordlnstes: justzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAas in a pole figure;

the third angle, 42, can then be represented in a third dimension, perpen-

dicular to the polar plot [5,20]. We call this a COD (crystal orientation

distribution). FOY a two-dimensional image, a set of sections through

thla apace at constant values of @2, with contour lines, 18 adequate.

A @2-aectlon of the COD may be viewed as a “partial” {001} pole

figure which ahowe the distribution of only those (001) poles that have

corresponding (100) poles rotated @2 degrees away from the equator.

Figure 9 displays a set of such partial pole figures for the copper

specimen. These $2-sectlo~,l of the COD contain the same information as

those in Fig. 7, but they are represented in polar rather than Carteeian

coordinate, and in equal-area projection. It appears to us that such a

polar representation of the COD is Co”.laldarably ea.zier to read than the

traditional Carteoian way, which represents the ODF an a density function

with three equivalent rotations. Let us list some of these ●dvantage.
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a) Orientations can be readily Identified

Firstly, this IS trivially true for directions, i.e. when only one axis la

of importance: this is the advantage of having chosen a description in

which first axis is explicitly given in tbe classical way. MOre generally,

consider the maximum iabelled C at 01 = 40°f 0 - 66’ in the $2 - 25°

eection. It contains (001) axes of those grains whose (100) axes lie 25°

away from the equator. By means of an equal-area net we can construct the

full crystal orientation (Fig. 10a). We see that (121) coincides with ND

and [lil] with RD; this is the well-known “copper” texture component [5].

For another case, consider the maximum labelled B at $1 = 35°, @ = 45” in

Ehe $2 = O nection. The analysis in Fig. 10b shows that this orientation

haa (011) p~rallel to ND and [211] parallel to RD! the “brass” texture

component.

F) Angl@s can be directly measured in the diagram

Ansume we would like to know the ralation between the two orientations

that are associated with the C and B maxima diacuased abova, expressed as

a rotation about a single axis. This IS demonstrated in Fig. 10c~

construct the two orientations as in (a), superpose the two diagrama, and

find the two bisectors (dotted): their Interjection marks the axis of

rotation (<210>), and the angle M (- 35°) of the rotation around this axis

that brings the two oriantationa into coincidence is easily raadzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAoff.

(This IS not a unique solution because of the high crystal symmetry [12]).

c) The symmatry is claarly displayed

Crystal and samp

equivalent. For

repeat every 90°

e symmetry cause certain orientations in the COD to be

example, ● four-fold symmetry axle in [001] cauaas *2 to

and there 18 no need to extend 42-oection8 through n
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full 360° span. In order to be complete, the sector shown in the COD must

contain at leaat one orientation of each symmetrically equivalent set. A

summary of equivalent orientations for Important crystal and sample

symmetries is shown in Table 1. In the case of cubic crystal symmetry and

orthorhombic specimen symmetry, a range of $1 from 0° to 180°, of Q from

0° to 90°, and of $2 from 0° to 45° is sufficient. A unit with all threezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

angles going from 0° to 90° would alao suffice, resulting in smaller

sectors but more sections, which is less convenient for printing and also

makes it more awkward to visualize angular relations. Both of these

schemes still contain three equivalent orientations due to the three-fold

axle along <111>; these are not eaaily recognized in the COD. Sometimes

it is useful to choose to plot more than one irreducible unit to

illustrate symmetry relationships.

Polar COD’S are particularly useful to check how cloeely an assumed

epecimen symmetry 10 approached. For example, in our rolled copper

~pecimene, the firct-measured pole figuree, based on the “given”

coordinate axes ND and RD were clearly not close enough to orthorhombic

symmetry. We redefined the sample Lxee until the pole figure exhibited

satisfactory orthorhombic eymmatry, ●nd only then ●veraged the four

quadrante a8 deecrkbed ●bove, Often it would be preferable to manipulate

actual meaaurementa aa little ●e poseible ●nd to compare these ‘traw data”

with theoretical predictions, In this case, variation that ● re emaller

than the obeervcd deviation from the ●ppropriate sample eymmetry ehould

be trestad ●e maaningleae.

d) There la ● visibl~ connection to the pole figure

‘~iewing the COD ●s a set of partial {001) pole fifjuras, with each

$2-cection contait~lng the subset of (001) poles for a certain (100)
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elevatioa, implies that the avet. ge of all @2-sections constitutes the

complete {001} pole figure. This is the same as a ~ rejection along $2; it

is shown in the last diagram of Fig. 9 and compares favorably with the

measured (002) pole figure (Fig. 3b).

e) The representation is uniform

The apace selected for representation and for projection (Euler space in

polar equal-area projection) is homochoric with orientation space: equal

densities .eeen are equal densities present. For thiu reason, we recommend

equal-area projection also for pole figures [21]: it provides a better

representation of the total fraction of crystals that co~tribute to a

maximum (see Fig. 3a va Fig. 3b).

The points (a) through (d) made above illustrate that a CODzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAin ~alar

coordinates is indeed easy to visualize and to analyze quantitatively. It

displaya all the inform tion needed to derive full orientation relationa

using simple geometric conatructionso If, in addition, one chooses

equal-area plots, the visual impression is representative of the actual

distribution (point e). The concapt of viewing the COD ●a a pole figure

deconvoluted into partial pole figures In orientation epace le close in

philosophy to the v~ctor method [22].

4.3 The sample orientation distribution (SOD)

A description of sample ●xes In terms of crystallographic ●xea can

make use of the same Euler angles. Now the pair {@2,0} deecribes the

direction (typically of the Zs-axis) in the crystal system, Just like

in any fnverae pole figure, and $1 deacribea the ●zimuthal rotation around

this direction, An ●ppropriate apace for the SOI) 1s thus ●n ●qual-area

projection (or the part of it that la necessary according to the symmetry

of the crystal, as in Fig. 4b) and a pcrpandicular dimension along which
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01 ~S plotted- It is seen that 1$1 and $2 have switched their roles as

azimuth and longitude. Again, tie can represent the three-dimensional SOD

by a series of sectione, this time at constant $1 (Fig. 11). A ~rolection

along $1 gives a Z*-axis figure; an ‘inverse pole figure’. Id analogy

to the term ‘partial pole figure’ which we tentatively introduced above

forzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa $Z-section, we may call $1-eections ‘partial inverse pole figures’.

A similar concept was introduced by Williams in 1968 [3]: he repre-

sented three-dimensional orientation dietributiona by a aeriee of partial

inverse pole figures (which he called “axial pole figures”), and also

showed how these can be derived from pole figures by the “matrix method”

(quite similar to the “vector method” [22]). Williams ueed a definition

for the ●zimuthal angle (his ~) that differs from the Euler angle 41;

while this has some advantages [3], it has the disadvantage that the

duality between $1 and $2, i.e. between th6 SOD and the COD, gets lost.

More significantly, using p ae the third dimension in the SOD would not

make ● homochoric epace. We therefore do not follow Williams in this

respect.

In Fig. 11, ●ach $1-eection dieplays the distribution of those

specimen normals 2s = ND which have their X8 = RD axle $1 degrees off

the equator (clockwise rotation, cf. Fig. 6b). Ae explained in detail

before, ● rknge of 0° to 90° in ●ach of the three angles would be

sufficienkl in fact, there ●re still three ●quivalent orientation due to

the three-fold <111>-axia. They ●re not ●asily recognized in the SOD

sectione (although they ●re ●violent in the projection). For ●xample, the

maxima ●t (@1,@,Ib2} = {Os45°~O}~ {0?45°,900)? and {90°g900~450) ● re

●quivalent, (For ●n ●nalytical ●xpression of thie oymmatry relation, see

●.g. [19].) Becauee of this, only one unit triangle in Fi80 11 neede to

be represented (an ●xample ie ehown ●mphasized); but again, a larger
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sector is often eaaier to visualize. In Fig. 11, we have chosen to show

twice the neceusaryzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBArange in @2 (but it !s not possible to compensate for

this by reducing the range of $1 to be from 0° to 45°, as it could be done

for @2 in Fig. 9).

A special point must be made regarding the center of the polar plots:

the singular point where Z* and Zc are parallel, the ‘North pole’.

Here, the meridian is multivalued ($1 in the COD, 412 in the SOD). This

corresponds to the physical situation (and was one of the reasons for us

to abandon the Cartesian plots of Euler space). However, the heading of

the boat is defined; thue, $2 has a meaning in the COD, $1 in the SOD.

The trouble is that each is measured along the azimuthal $peat circle (the

horizon) ‘from the equator’; but in the special caee 0 = O, the horizon

and the equator are the same thing, and thus the value of the azimuth 1s

undefinad, It is eauy to overcome this apparant difficulty, when It in

realized that @l ●nd 02 are Completely equivalent rotations in this case;

in fact, the eum $1+$2 is the quantity that retains its meaning at tk~

singular point. Thus, when we plot sections at constant azimuth, the

value of the azimuth at ths center point ~s meant to be that corresponding

to the zero meridian.

Finally, we must emphasize that we have actually stayed with the

conventional and expedlant type of polar plot! with the singular point at

the center--not, as suggested in Fig. 4(b)” at the periphery. For cubic

materials, the partial inveree pole figurae (Fig. 11) could be converted

by merely superimposing on them a net of the kind used in Fig. 4(b); one

would then be able to choose a reduced ragion with minimal distortion.

For the partial pola figures, one would have to write a new plotting

routlnc, which would than be incompatible with conventional pole plots.
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5. COKLUSIOHS

In the following, we summarize the points made in the present paper.

1) We have emphasized the distinction between directions (2-D

quantities) and (3-D) orientations, but kept some continuity In their

rospectiva quantatlve descriptlona.

2) We have re-emphasized the need for repreaentations of diraction

apace and orientation space that do not distort denaitie.e (and labelled

such spacee ‘homochoric’). The surface of a unit sphere is a homochoric

direction apace, Euler space is a homochoric orientation space. Unfortun-

ately, it requires the preference, in the description, of one of the three

coordinate axes defining an orientation--or, equival.ently~ of one

direc:lon (around which a rotation defines the third parameter). The

preferred direction should be deecribed like any directlon~ ae a point on

the eurface of a unit sphere (e.g., by its longitude and co-latitude).

3) Two-dimensional representations of either the surface of a sphere

or of ● three-dimensional orientation space should preserve the homo-

choricity so strenuously ●chieved, Thue, the surface of a ephere should

be projected in equal-area projection, which 1s juet as ansy to use as the

stereographic projection, but much eaeler to visualize in terms of rel,~t-

ive denaitlea of direction. Similarly, three-dimensional orientation

space ehould first be projected onto the surface of ● sphere (to describe

the preferred direction, ●.g. in terms of its longitude and co-latitude);

then, thie surface should be projected onto ● circle in ●qual-area pro-

jection~ ●nd finally, the third dimeneion may be represented by means of

constant-azimuth sectlone, We find the ●nalou of the poaltlone ●nd

headings of boate on the eurface of the earth helpful.
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4) In application of these principles, we propose to uae two dual

orientation distribution representations: the COD, which represents the

orientation of a crystal coordinate syetem with respect to a sample frame

in terms of a set of yartial pole figureti (each containing those of the

preferred poles that have a particular azimuth $2); and the SOD, which

conversely displays the orientation of sample coordinate axes with

respect to a crystal frame in terms of a set of ~artial inverse pole

- (each Containing those Preferred axes that have a particular

azimuth @l). The final figure represented in each COD is the average

partial pole figure (or $~-~ roj&ctlon), which is a pole figure; similarly,

the final figure shown in a SOD is the average partial inverse pole figure

(or $~-projection); it is an ‘inverse pole figure’. A summary of these

conventions ie given in Table 2, We find these polar representations of

the orientation distribution much easier to vf.oualize and evaluate than

the Cartesian ODF representations that have become commcn.

5) The net to be used in any of the representations should, while

coneiating of constant-area units, be aleo equiaxed (rather than having

very anieotropic tihapes). This is possible when the least symmetric unit

needed ie ch:~sen eo ae not to include the (North) ‘pole’ of the represent-

ation (eee Fig. 4b).

Our principal concern has been to find two-dimensional graphic repre-

sentation of three-dimenelonal orientation dietributione that ●now one

to “see” something (with minimal distortion). We “like” two eete of

circular eectione; each eet may be stacked up 8s ● cylinder. Unfortun-

●tely, it 10 difficult to vieualize ● three-dimensional epace through

which the CODR ●nd the SODR ●re diflerent sections. Thie wae ●aey in the

conventional Carteeian Euler space.
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In all of our discusalon, w% have assumed that the three-dimensional

orientation distributions are knGwn. To illustrate the proposed repre-

sentations of orientation distributions, we have used a sample of a cubic

metal deformed in rollfng (and an oversimplified pole figurezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAdeconvol-

ution). The same concepts have been applied to cases of lower crystal and

sample symmetries, where the advantages are even more striking [23].

We end our di~cussion by outlining the specific, very minor cne” es

that would have to be made in existing computer codes to implement our

auggections. The calculation of ODF’S from pole figures is unaffected;

but instead of using the contouring routine for a rectangular grid, me

should use, for each OUF sections the pole-figure contouring routine (such

-s Vadon’s URFPD). To convert from stereographic to equal-area pro-

jection, one simply muut cilange the formula for the projection of the pole

distance a from tau(a/2) to ~2*Sin(Cz/2),
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Table 1: Equivalent orientations for some crystal and sample symmetries

identity

6-fold axis in Zc (hexagonal)

4-fald axis in Zc (cubic, tetrag.)

3-fold axis in Zc (trigonal)

2-fold axis Yc

2-fold axis in Ys

2-fold axis iv 2s

2-fold axis in X8



Table 2: Representations of the three-dimensional orientation

distribution 0DF(@l,@,4J2)

2-D sectlona* 2-D projections

I

COD($l,Q); $2 = const I

“partial pole figures”
I

pole figure (~, a)

—1

SoD(I$20@);01 = COmSt

“partial inv. pole figures” inverse pole figure (a’,f3’)

I
*For @ = O, $1 + $2 = const

I



Fig. 1 A direction Z is represented as a locatlon on the surface of a

sphere: by Its longitude @l and its pole distance @ (perspective

drawxng). An orientation g(@1,@,@2) is represented by Z(@l,@) and

an azimuth UJ2 around it. An orientation distribution corresponds

to a diazribution of boats (with specified headings) on the sur-

face of the earth.

Fig. 2 ProjecJ~.on of the coordinate grid on the sphere: (a) stereographic

projectioti !Vulff net), (b) equal-area projection (Schmidt net).

Fig. 3 Experimentally determined {20C} pole figurezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof copper rolle( to

50% reduction at room temperature. Transverse (’I’D)and rolling

(RD) direction are indicated. (a) stereographic projection, (b)

equal area projection.

Fig. 4 (a) The quadrant of an Inverse pole figure for cubic crystals ~s
It is conventionally drawn. (b) An equivalent quadrant in equql-

area projection, not ine.uding the spet:ial pole (001).

Fig. 5 {100] and {111] pole figures (a, b) and inverse pole figure fo~

the ND and RD axis (c,d) for copper recalculated from the ODF ~ith

the harmonic anal:~sis. Equal-area projection. Contour intervqls

are 0.5 m.r.d.; stippled below 0.5 m.1.d. I

I

Fig. 6 Pefinttion of Euler angles 41, 1#, 42 using the convention of Bu~ge

[1], based on the sample coordinate system (a) and the crystal co-

ordinate system (b). \

Fig. 7 ODF of rolled copper, represented in conventional Cartesian co- ‘

ordinates. Contour Ir.tervals 0.5 m.r.d., stippled below 0.5

m.r.d. Conetant-@2 sections, extending from 0° to 45°. The ranl~e

of 0 is from O to 90° (down), that of $1 is from O to 180°

(right).

Fig. 8 A section of conventional Cartesian Euler space (constant @l) for

cubic mate%ials with irreducible regions 1, IIs/b, and III. Com-

pare Fig. 4a. Region III is least distorted.

Fig. 9 COD of rolled copper represented as partial pole figures in equal-

srea projection, corresponding directly to Fig. 7. The last dia-

gram 1s an average over all partial pole figures and corresponds

to a (001) pole figure (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5a). The most common

components of the f.c.c. rollinfi texture are Indicated, by one

representative: C - the ‘copper’ component {121}clil>; S - TG ‘S’

component {132]<6~3>; B - the ‘brass’ component {011}<211>; C -

the ‘Goss’ component {Oll~<100>; and also the ‘a-fibre’.



Fig. 10 Derivation of Orientation Relationships.

(a) Reconstruction of the crystal orientation for the maximum at
.$1 = 40”, Q= 66”, @* = 25° using the COD of Fig. 9 and an

equal-area net (Cu component).

(b) Same as (a) for the orientation 01 = 35°, 0 = 45°, 4J2- 0°

(B component).

(c) Superposition of (a) and (b) to determine the rotation axis

and angle u which brings the two orientations into

coincidence.

Fig. 11 SOD of rolled copper represented as partial inverse pole figures.

The test diagram is an average over partial inverse pol? figures

from $1 = 0° to $1 = 180° and corresponds to an inverse pole

figure for the ND axis (Fig. 5c). The letters indlcrnte f.c.c.

rolling components as in Fig. 9, and the ‘~-fibre’.
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Fig. 1 A direction 2 18 rcpr~sentcd am ● location on the murface of a
#ph@ro; by its Iongltuda $1 und its polo distance 0 (perapoctiv@

drawing). An orientation g(UIl,0,@2) is represontad by Z(OISUI) @
●n azimuth 02 ●round it, An orientation distribution corra#pouds

to ● dlmtribution of boats (with apecifiod haadinga) on the ●ur-

faca of the ●arth.
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(b)

Fig, 2zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAProjection of the coordinate grid on the nphere; (a) stereographic

projection (Wulff net), (b) ●qual-area prvj~ction (Schmidt net).
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Fig. 3 Experimentally detemined {200] pole figure of copper rolled to
5oz reductim at r- te=perat”reo ~ranaverse (~) and ‘o~~i;:)

(RD) ~irectim are indicated.
(a) stereographic projection,

●qual area projection.
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?lz. 11 SOD of rolled coppar r~prssentad ● s partial ifmrsezyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBApole figures.

The test diagram is ●n avcrag~ ovar partial immrm pole figurss

from 01 = e’ to $] = 180° ●nd corresponds to ●n lnvorso pole

figure for th@ ND ●xis (Fig. 5c). Th* lattcrs indicata f.c.c.
rolling componant8 ● a in Fig, 9$ ●nd tha ‘p-fibro’,


